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  NEWSLETTER 

 

SOUTH LAKE SIMCOE NATURALISTS 
SLSN is an incorporated not-for-profit Member of Ontario Nature. 

Post Office Box 1044 Sutton West, Ontario, L0E 1R0 

Telephone 905-722-8021     (www.slsnc.ca)  

Research Partner with The Zephyr Society of Lake Simcoe (www.zephyrsociety.ca) 

Member: Rescue Lake Simcoe Coalition 

Member: Ontario Greenbelt Alliance 

 
     Note: Please renew your membership to receive future Newsletters  

 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Meetings and Outings 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Meetings:  All Meetings start at 7:30 p.m. at the York Region Police Building 

Meeting Room (Baseline Road between McCowan and Civic Centre 

Road) unless noted otherwise. Members events (insurance 

compliance). Visitors welcome. 

_________________________________________________________ 
  

http://www.slsnc.ca/
http://www.zephyrsociety.ca/


Note: No January Meeting – York Region Police Building Meeting Room is not Available 

 

Tuesday, February 9  PARIS: The COP21 Summit on Climate Change Meetings. The 

United Nations organized climate summit will be reviewed and 

discussed. The two week conference included many organizations 

represented in addition to the 195 national delegations. This is the 

SLSN Annual Meeting. Annual 2015 Club Summary, Finances and 

Election of Officers will take place. Member researched and 

presentation evening. 

 

Tuesday, March 8  Cottontail rabbit and Snowshoe hare: Club members researched and 

presentation these important southern Ontario mammals. These animals 

supply important winter food for our predator animals and although they 

are small and non-aggressive they have special talents and secret lives. 

Life history, tracking, range and much more will be explored.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Outings: All regular outings – Note: Paid-up members may participate (for 

insurance compliance). 

2015/2016 
 

 

Sunday, December 27 Sutton Christmas Bird Count: The Annual Count this year is an 

official Audubon Society and Bird Studies Canada Count. Call Paul to 

register 905-722-8021. Coordinated by Paul and Debra Harpley.  

 

Sunday  January 10 Rouge National Park Winter Bird Count:  Call to Paul to arrange to 

register 905-722-8021. Area 10. 

 

Date in FebruaryTBA Winter Trail Outing: An afternoon adventure in a Regional Forest 

location in the South Lake Simcoe area. Actual details of the trip will 

depend on weather and existing conditions snowshoeing, skiing, hiking. 

Meet at Coffee Time, Highway 48 south of Baldwin at 1:00 p.m. Dress 

for the weather. Phone 905-722-8021 if you plan to participate. 

 

Date late February Deer Census in Rouge Park National Park: Call to register 905-722-

8021. Date to be announced later. 

 



  

SLSN Members: Please consider submitting an article for the Newsletter on a natural history 

or environmental related  topic near or afar. Submit articles to the SLSN Executive for review 

and consideration. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Autumn Birding Outing - Lake Simcoe, SLSN  
 

The SLSN Annual Autumn Birding trip along Lake Simcoe took place Saturday, November 14, 

2015. Participants met at 8:30 a.m. at the Tim Horton’s in Sutton on Dalton Road.  We started 

birding at Jackson’s Point wharf and harbour area, and proceeded west along the lake stopping at 

areas where waterfowl were observed along Lake Drive and birded over to Roches Point and 

North Keswick. The weather was seasonally cool, with frost in the early morning, and the winds 

building throughout the morning to be strong from the north by 11:00 a.m. The sky was 95% 

cloudy with no rain. Concentrating on waterfowl the group was surprised how much bird activity 

there was on the lake on the second Saturday in November. Fifteen (15) species were confirmed. 

Common and relatively uncommon area migrants were observed and documented. No shorebirds 

were seen. Some common species observed were Bufflehead, Common mergansers, Mallard and 

American goldeneye. Some more uncommonly seen species included two Black ducks and a 

female Red-breasted merganser. Perhaps the most noteworthy and impressive observation was 

one large single raft of Greater scaup ducks (100) off the shore at Eastbourne (the largest group 

of these birds ever seen on an SLSN outing at this time of year on Lake Simcoe). We scanned the 

raft of birds hoping to find a Lesser scaup (a species of conservation concern) to no avail. One 

participant thought he saw a Red-necked grebe at Jackson’s Point but it was not located a second 

time and not fully documented. Similarly, a flock of large white birds that looked like geese were 

fleetingly seen by a couple of participants way out in the lake at the mouth of Cook’s Bay and 

were suspected to be Snow geese, but could not be fully confirmed. Many Bonaparte’s gulls 

(129) were seen all along the lake Throughout the day (flying and on the water). Later in the day 

we did visit the important site of the significant Gray-cheecked thrush record last December on 

the Sutton Christmas Bird Count. No thrushes were detected.  

 

Participants: Stephen Pallett, Geoff Sinton, Mark Calhoun, Paul Harpley 

 

Data: 

 

Double-crested cormorant         9 

Bufflehead         86 

Common merganser      149 

Red-breasted merganser         1 

American goldeneye      308 

Greater scaup       100 

Black duck           2 

Mallard         54 



Canada geese         69 

Bonaparte’s gull      129 

Ring-billed gull        31 

Herring gull           2 

Crow          31 

American Robin          7 

Black-capped chickadee         1 

 

 

Paul Harpley 

 

Greenbelt Announcement Expected Any Day 
 

We have received news that the Crombie report will be released Monday afternoon 

by MMAH. In the mean time, Susan will attend a briefing on Friday by the 

ministry to summarize direction of the expected report. We will let you know more 

details once we have them.  

 

There will be an OGA (Ontario Greenbelt Alliance) press release out based on the 

recommendations of the OGA in the 2015 submission document shortly.  In 

addition, we at SLSN will be analyzing the report recommendations for important 

inclusion of recommendations we have made to the province, particularly 

”Growing the Greenbelt in Georgina by Shrinking the Pefferlaw Secondary 

Plan”.  
 

At a recent Georgina Council meeting reviewing the Georgina Secondary Plan 

Town Staff and Council were not showing the Pefferlaw Secondary Plan area 

shrunk, in spite of the Town staff and Council previously recommending this to the 

Region and thereby the Province. Council unanimously voting for it to be done 

earlier in 2015. Staff are now suggesting to blow the shrinking off to some fuzzy 

future Pefferlaw Secondary Plan (would be years from now). This is not acceptable 

to our organization. The Town of Georgina Council have been asked by us to 

show some leadership and vision and act themselves and shrink the Pefferlaw 

Secondary Plan area in their Official Plan – Now! in a recent Council meeting. 

Not one councillor made a recommendation! We await to see whether the 

Province of Ontario through the Crombie Report has leadership and Vision. 

 

We remain convinced as well that the present Secondary Plan is too large as 

well and must be refined especially with regard to the Black River interface 

with the Town of Sutton. 

 



As you will recall our Summary of our Submission Report to the Town of 

Georgina earlier this year… 

 

SLSN Comments on DRAFT OFFICIAL PLAN, for the Town 

of Georgina – Summary Report. 

For some time the Town of Georgina has been undertaking a process of review of its Official 

Plan. In the spring of this year the Town staff release a new Draft Official Plan for comment. 

Many members of SLSN attended workshops and made comments in meetings. Also, many 

aspects of the Official Plan Review were discussed by members at monthly SLSN meetings.This 

discussion, input from academics, planners and representatives of other organizations have 

contributed to our SLSN response, dated July 31,2015 when comments were due (25 page 

document attached to SLSN Newsletter Vol 7, 2015).  

Below, is a summary of the comprehensive comments, organized from a geographic perspective 

starting at the large scale, considering Protecting Wildlife Habitat, natural areas, water and 

Agricultural Land at the full Official Plan scale in relation to Regional Plans and the Provincial 

Greenbelt. This necessarily led to a discussion of the three Secondary Plan areas in the Georgina 

Official Plan.  

Protecting Wildlife Habitat, Natural Areas, Water and Agricultural Land  

GROW THE GREENBELT in the Town of Georgina 

Pefferlaw Secondary Plan Area 

Knowing the planning folly, and the potential great loss of biodiversity in the future to Georgina 

and the Province to unprotected lands, not being in the Greenbelt, when the Toronto Star 

approached me about the Greenbelt  conservation issues in October 2014 they were stunned by 

this large Pefferlaw Secondary Plan Area. With very little growth possible there in the future, 

and the tremendous natural and farm areas not protected by the Greenbelt, everyone involved 

was dedicated to get this situation out to the people of Ontario. Consequently, the “Where will 

the wild things go“ article ran in the Toronto Star on Saturday October the 11th, and although the 

reporter mixed up some growth numbers, the basic planning problem of the Pefferlaw Secondary 

Plan area was exposed.  

In time, the Town of Georgina staff were persuaded to follow our recommendation on the 

Pefferlaw Secondary Plan, and made submission to the Region and the Province regarding the 

“shrinking” of the Pefferlaw Secondary Plan we expect the Province to do this with regard to the 

recommended new Greenbelt and Secondary Plan area boundaries, with the criteria used to 

delineate them. Therefore the final Official Plan for the Town of Georgina must reflect this 

“Shrinking” exercise formally in the new Pefferlaw Secondary Plan Area now 



recommended by the Town of Georgina and illustrated on page 18 and 19 of its Report 

(Town of Georgina Report PB-2005-0026). 

Sutton Secondary Plan 

Consistent with the problems of the current Pefferlaw Secondary Plan, is the case of the Sutton 

Secondary Plan. The large square block delineation of the Settlement Area boundary 

(developable area envelop) includes Prime Agricultural Areas with associated natural features 

that should be expanded into the Greenbelt (Grow the Greenbelt) to the maximum in the second 

stage of the Provincial Greenbelt Review of final boundaries beyond what is current, as the 

Town of Georgina has not undertaken this important planning exercise. In our experience the 

development population projection numbers for Georgina even, to the 2031 time during the 

recent Official Plan Review process have varied, and we expect with intensification direction, 

the Sutton Secondary Plan can easily undergo considerable “shrinking” of geographic area to 

accommodate the Provincial directive in 2015 of Growing the Greenbelt.  

Urban River Valley’s in the Greenbelt – the Case of Georgina 

We understand the Province of Ontario is committed to protecting, supporting and Growing the 

Greenbelt. It is our understanding that to help meet this commitment, the Minister of Municipal 

Affairs and Housing is proposing an amendment to the Greenbelt Plan under the Greenbelt Act, 

2005 that would add provincially owned lands, to the Protected Countryside of the Greenbelt 

Plan; for example the Glenorchy Conservation Area in the Town of Oakville (approximately 630 

acres , 255 hectares).  

 

and, the Province is proposing to, 

“Add a new Urban River Valley designation to the Greenbelt Plan to facilitate adding 

publicly owned lands in urban river valleys currently outside the Greenbelt into the 

Greenbelt Plan”. 

The proposed amendment would introduce a new Urban River Valley designation to the 

Greenbelt Plan. 

It is our organization’s contention that an Urban River Valley designation for the Town of 

Georgina three river valleys of the Maskinonge, Black and Pefferlaw Rivers in Keswick, 

Sutton and Pefferlaw should have been a key pillar of the Town of Georgina’s comments to 

the province regarding the Greenbelt Review. Consequently, we also recommend the Town 

of Georgina formally recognize and designate these lands as new “Urban River Valley 

Lands in the Greenbelt” and treat them as separate Land Use and Policy Areas in the 

Official Plan for the Town of Georgina, and formally apply to the Province of Ontario for 

their designation. Following this, new land use and development policies enacted would 



start the long process of further natural area restoration and planning of conservation of 

these lands. 

 

Restoration and Headwater Protection 

We advocate the Province take a broad perspective, establishing a stronger and more active 

natural areas planning framework to help ensure protection of the ecological integrity in the 

Town of Georgina to contribute more to the sustainability of Southern Ontario. 

Clear natural heritage core and corridor areas must be established based on detailed assessment, 

actual inventory, and geographic and biological functional analysis. Specific conservation 

strategy, for all areas needs to be developed and new updated core and corridor areas plans, 

current environmentally significant areas functional integration, implementation and 

management actions taken. It is our opinion that policies and provisions of an Official Plan are 

the right planning tool to introduce landscape and land use documentation and planning details to 

ensure adequate conservation of place in Official Plan areas. This will have to happen within the 

provision of Growth Management in the new Official Plan, and is also one of many major 

reasons we have recommended at the large landscape scale shrinking the Pefferlaw and Sutton 

Secondary Plan Area sizes, now. 

Paul Harpley 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Environmental groups hope to nearly double size of the Greenbelt  

Proposal for a “Bluebelt” — which also guards waterways — would see 1.5 million acres added 

to the protected area, which is already the bigger than P.E.I. 



 
LUCAS OLENIUK / TORONTO STAR  

The Little Rouge Creek winds through Rouge Park, which has been named a Canadian National Park. 

By: Alex Ballingall News, Published on Thu Nov 05 2015 

Greenbelt, meet “Bluebelt.” 

That’s the vision of a collection of environmental groups that wants to almost double the size of 

the protected band of land around the Golden Horseshoe to include water systems such as the 

Oro Moraine and the Humber River headwaters. 

The proposal calls for 1.5 million acres to be added to the 1.8 million-acre Greenbelt — already 

the biggest of its kind in the world — as the Liberal government continues a review of the 

protected zone that was mandated upon its creation 10 years ago. 

Burkhard Mausberg, chief executive officer of the Friends of the Greenbelt Foundation, said the 

proposal was created through consultations with conservation officers, scientists and 

environmental groups. It has been submitted to a provincial panel, headed by former Toronto 

mayor David Crombie, that is preparing recommendations for the future of the Greenbelt. A 

report is expected in the coming weeks. 

“If we were to grow the Greenbelt,” Mausberg asked, “what should we look at? The uniform 

answer we got back was: Look at water resources. Look at drinking water sources, look at 

important watersheds, look at coast lines, look at rivers. In essence, make the Greenbelt the 

‘Bluebelt.’” 

http://www.thestar.com/authors.ballingall_alex.html
http://www.greenbelt.ca/


 

YVONNE BERG 

Hikers walk along the Cedar Trail in Scarborough's Rouge Park. The 10,000-acre park has recently been named 
Canada's first urban national park. 

That would mean expanding the protective zone past Kitchener-Waterloo to include the Paris-Galt, 
Waterloo and Orangeville Moraines of the Grand River Watershed, and north past Barrie to 
Collingwood to take up the Nottawasaga and Lake Simcoe watersheds. The proposal would then add 
Niagara Region’s Gibson Lake and the Oak Ridges Moraine to the east along the shore of Lake 
Ontario. Urban river valleys such as the Don, Humber and Rouge would also be added. 

The environmental groups, which include Ontario Nature, Earthroots, EcoSpark and STORM, 
contend these areas are “critical to a healthy agricultural industry and biodiversity in the region.” 
They argue that adding them to the Greenbelt would ensure the protection of clean drinking water 
sources from suburban sprawl in the GTHA. 
“It’s not a question of ‘hold the line or fight to defend what’s there.’ If we’re going to do this 
protection right and well, then we need to look at different areas,” said Caroline Schultz, executive 
director of Ontario Nature. 

“If we are going to protect water, which as we all know is incredibly important and incredibly 
precious and in short supply, then we need to do this on an expanded basis.” 

The Greenbelt currently consists of lakes, wetlands, farmland, river valleys and forests, and is already 
larger than Prince Edward Island. It was created by Dalton McGuinty’s Liberal government in 2005. 
The goal was to limit the spread of suburban development into rural Ontario farmland, protect 
environmentally sensitive areas and encourage density in metropolitan centres such as Toronto. 

 

 

 

http://www.ontarionature.org/


Drive to double the Greenbelt 

 

  
City’s rough streets getting a little easier for trees comments 

  
McGuinty’s Greenbelt lands the prize: Hume comments 

http://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2015/11/05/citys-rough-streets-getting-a-little-easier-for-trees.html
http://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2015/11/05/citys-rough-streets-getting-a-little-easier-for-trees.html
http://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2015/11/05/mcguintys-greenbelt-lands-the-prize-hume.html
http://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2015/11/05/mcguintys-greenbelt-lands-the-prize-hume.html
http://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2015/11/05/citys-rough-streets-getting-a-little-easier-for-trees.html
http://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2015/11/05/mcguintys-greenbelt-lands-the-prize-hume.html


In 2010, a study from the Canadian Institute for Environmental Law and Policy concluded that 

Ontario’s Greenbelt has some of the strongest legal protections and political commitments when 

compared with other such zones in Europe, Australia and elsewhere in North America. 

Critics of the plan have argued that the existence of the Greenbelt has contributed to higher 

housing prices. Between 2005 — when the Greenbelt was created — and 2014, housing prices 

jumped more than 65 per cent, according to the Toronto Real Estate Board. As of September 

2015, the average price of a single-family detached home in Toronto was $852,800. 

At Queen’s Park this week, Progressive Conservative Leader Patrick Brown said that before the 

Greenbelt is further expanded, the government needs to look at soaring housing prices. 

“It’s a real worry that people can’t afford to buy a home today,” Brown said. 

“Don’t get me wrong — everyone aspires for more green space … but I think a conversation that 

we have to have is: How is this going to affect the pricing of the housing market?” he said. “If 

we reduce supply, ultimately that’s going to drive prices up.” 

David Burnett, planning manager with the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority, agreed 

the Greenbelt may play a “small role” in rising GTHA housing prices, but argued there are many 

other factors involved. Schultz echoed Burnett and pointed to a joint Royal Bank of Canada-

Pembina Institute report from 2013 that concluded there is “no evidence” the Greenbelt has 

restricted GTA housing development and contributed to rising home prices. 

“It’s a convenient argument to make if you’re a developer and you feel like you’ll be limited,” 

Schultz said, “but that argument has been refuted. … At this point we need the recognition that 

these areas are ultimately going to be protected.” 

With files from Robert Benzie. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Ontario Wildlife  

 

Some considerations Regarding the Ontario 

Spring Bear Hunt 
 

2015-11-24 

 

From Paul Harpley - SLSN 

 

I worked in Black Bear research in 1970’s in Algonquin Provincial Park. Focus was on 

parasitology but did work in association with the orphaned bear research with George 

Kolinowski between North Bay and Algonquin at that time. There is a real concern about 

orphaned bear survivorship after their mothers are shot. These young bears proper training for 

survivorship in the wild from their mothers, not depending on human food is compromised and 

http://cielap.org/pdf/GreenbeltInternationalContext2010.pdf
http://www.torontorealestateboard.com/market_news/market_watch/2015/mw1509.pdf
http://www.rbc.com/newsroom/pdf/Priced-Out-1202-2013.pdf
http://www.rbc.com/newsroom/pdf/Priced-Out-1202-2013.pdf


sets potentially a further, pernicious cycle of problem human interaction circumstances and 

behaviour that would not exist under natural unharvested conditions.  

 

Even back in the 1960’s, my father who was an avid hunter, expressed deep concern about Bear 

hunting not being an appropriate hunting activity in Canada, or anywhere. I undertook a research 

program for an honours thesis “Response to Wildlife Hazard in Ontario” at the University of 

Toronto in the late 1970’s focussing then on the Wolf and Bear Bounty Act related to problem 

human and wildlife encounters including Black bears (Harpley, 1978). At that time the baiting 

and shooting of hungry bears as they came out of hibernation was and still is a deplorable 

activity by any measure. The vast majority of these hunters at that time were wealthy Americans. 

 

The good and rigorous science on the condemnation and ending of this bear hunting activity in 

Ontario is clear and available to anyone to review. Do not expand, indeed end spring and fall 

bear hunting in Ontario. 

 

Expend money and man-power on monitoring, science education of bear biology and 

ensuring Ontario residents in bear country act appropriately 

 

Reference: 

 

Harpley (1978) Response to Wildlife Hazard in Ontario, Thesis, University of Toronto (UTSC), 

Bladen Library 73 pages.. 

 

Spring Bear Hunt Extension Proposed by Ontario Government – 

Ontario Nature Draft Considerations 

The Ontario government is proposing to extend the two-year spring bear hunt pilot for another 

five years and to expand it into all areas where fall bear hunting is currently allowed (EBR 

Registry Number: 012-5485). The excuse? Public safety. The reality? Study after study shows 

that shooting more bears does not reduce human-bear conflicts.  

 

The government’s fall-back rationale is tourism dollars. Accordingly, the plan is to open up the 

hunt to trophy hunters from outside the country. 

 

Ontario’s spring bear hunt was originally cancelled in 1999. Many felt that the spring hunt was 

not sporting or fair chase as hungry bears came out of hibernation and were attracted to bait 

stations where they were shot by hunters waiting on platforms – like fish in a barrel. For the next 

15 years, black bear hunting was limited to the fall. But in 2014 the Ministry of Natural 

Resources and Forestry (MNRF) decided to reinstate a limited spring hunt as a pilot.  

 

The Environmental Commissioner of Ontario’s 2014 – 2015 report provides troubling 

information about the so-called pilot. In reinstating the hunt, the ministry ignored the advice of 

its own expert Nuisance Bear Review Committee. It failed to put recommended conditions on 



the hunt such as: prohibiting the killing of all females; providing proof of the age and sex of the 

bears killed; and timing the hunt to reduce the vulnerability of females.  

 

One thing the ministry did require was that hunters who had purchased a bear hunter licence tag 

report on their spring hunting activities. But less than 50 percent of the hunters complied with the 

requirement, begging the question of what the government could actually have learned from the 

pilot. As noted by the Environmental Commissioner of Ontario, “incomplete information on the 

number, age, sex and location of the bears harvested each year prevents the MNRF from 

effectively evaluating the hunt’s ecological impact and making informed management 

decisions.”  

 

Indeed, collecting data on two critical factors that are known to lead to an increase in human-

bear conflicts – natural food shortages and the availability of garbage – were not part of the 

ministry’s proposed approach.  

 

Please join Ontario Nature in opposing the unjustifiable extension and expansion of the spring 

bear hunt. The government should be listening to experts and scientists who have found no 

evidence that the spring hunt reduces nuisance activity by black bears. Instead, the government 

should invest in educational programs and solutions to human-bear conflicts that are supported 

by evidence and science.  

 

Please send in comments by the November 30 deadline. Be sure to reference Environmental 

Registry #012-5485. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Bird Life International      November 2015 

Out Now: The Messengers - what birds tell us 

about the threats from climate change 



The Messengers - released today 

By Finlay Duncan, Fri, 27/11/2015 - 06 

Birds are among the best studied species in the world, making them great messengers for the 

effects of climate change. 

 

As world leaders gather in Paris to negotiate a global climate change agreement at the UN 

COP21 summit, a new report, jointly published by BirdLife International and US Partner the 

National Audubon Society, details the global severity of the threats from climate change. 

 

The Messengers, released today, gathers hundreds of peer-reviewed studies from around the 

world illustrating the many ways climate change threatens us and birds. 

 

The fact climate change will result in more losers than winners is an overriding theme. It is likely 

that twice the number of species will be worse off from a changing climate than the number of 

species that will benefit. Most bird species are expected to experience shrinking ranges, which 

will increase the risk of extinction for some. Population declines may also be felt more widely 

where species are not able to shift their distributions as quickly as the climate is changing. 

 

It’s not just birds who’ll be affected in this way. Ecological communities and interactions 

between species will be disrupted overall. We too face many threats, with a rise in the number of 

extreme weather events and greater prevalence of disease. By the year 2100, it’s expected that an 

additional 52 million people in 84 different countries will be vulnerable to coastal storm surges. 

Lower crop yields will impact the amount of food we can produce, increasing the risk of 

malnutrition for many. 

 

But the report also includes a strong message of hope. It details examples in which BirdLife 

Partners, leaders in nature-based solutions, are helping birds and communities become more 

http://www.birdlife.org/worldwide/programmes/climate-change
http://unfccc.int/meetings/paris_nov_2015/meeting/8926/php/view/seors.php
http://unfccc.int/meetings/paris_nov_2015/meeting/8926/php/view/seors.php
http://www.birdlife.org/americas/partners/usa-audubon
http://www.birdlife.org/worldwide/partnership/birdlife-partners
http://www.birdlife.org/worldwide/partnership/birdlife-partners
http://www.birdlife.org/sites/default/files/styles/1600/public/for_thumbnail_0.png?itok=mfTbbH-c


resilient in a warming world. Examples include the creation of a new mainland colony for the 

African Penguin, with climate-induced shifts in fish stocks partly responsible for their dramatic 

decline in numbers in South Africa. In Europe too, conservation efforts are helping species to 

adapt to a changing climate; for example, with core breeding sites for Eurasian Bittern under 

threat from rising sea levels in the south coast of the UK, the creation of new habitats is leading 

to population increases. 

 

The Messengers report hopefully demonstrates that solutions from nature can deliver a series of 

benefits to people and to biodiversity, whilst at the same time offer an effective and accessible 

response to climate change. 

 

The production of this report was made possible by the generous support of the John D. and 

Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

World failing to protect its migratory birds 

Arctic Terns fly the equivalent of the distance to the moon and back three times during their lives (Image: Markus 

Varesvuo) 

By Ade Long, Thu, 03/12/2015 - 19:10  

A new study published in Science has called for a greater international collaborative effort to 

save the world’s migratory birds, many of which are at risk of extinction due to loss of habitat 

along their flight paths. 

More than 90 per cent of the world’s migratory birds are inadequately protected due to 

poorly coordinated conservation around the world,  

http://www.birdlife.org/datazone/species/factsheet/22697810
http://www.birdlife.org/datazone/species/factsheet/22697346
http://www.birdlife.org/worldwide/programmes/important-bird-and-biodiversity-areas-ibas
http://www.birdlife.org/sites/default/files/styles/1600/public/lapintiira21.jpg?itok=MczRIS3o


The research, which included using BirdLife International's data on migratory bird distributions 

and Important Bird and Biodiversity Areas (IBAs), found huge gaps in the conservation of 

migratory birds, particularly across China, India, and parts of Africa and South America. This 

results in the majority of migratory birds having ranges that are well covered by protected areas 

in one country, but poorly protected in another. 

Major declines 

“More than half of migratory bird species travelling the world’s main flyways have suffered 

serious population declines in the past 30 years. This is due mainly to unequal and ineffective 

protection across their migratory range and the places they stop to refuel along their routes,” says 

lead author Dr Claire Runge of Centre of Excellence for Environmental Decisions (CEED) and 

the University of Queensland (UQ).   

“A typical migratory bird relies on many different geographic locations throughout its annual 

cycle for food, rest and breeding. So even if we protect most of their breeding grounds, it’s still 

not enough – threats somewhere else can affect the entire population,” she says. “The chain can 

be broken at any link.” 

Remarkable journeys 

Co-author Dr James Watson of CEED and UQ explains that these birds undertake remarkable 

journeys navigating across land and sea to find refuge as the seasons change, from endurance 

flights exceeding 10,000 kilometres by Bar-tailed Godwits to the annual relay of Arctic Terns, 

which fly the equivalent of the distance to the moon and back three times during their lives. 

Other examples include the Sooty Shearwater which flies 64,000 kilometres from the Falkland 

Islands/Islas Malvinas to the Arctic, and the tiny Blackpoll Warbler, which flies for three days 

non-stop across open-ocean from eastern Canada to South America. 

Inadequate protection 

The CEED study found that of 1,451 migratory bird species, 1,324 had inadequate protection for 

at least one part of their migration pathway. Eighteen species had no protection in their breeding 

areas and two species had no protection at all along their whole route. 

 

http://www.birdlife.org/datazone/site


                          
Red-spectacled Amazon threatened by habitat loss (Image: Hamadryades) 

For migratory bird species listed as threatened on the IUCN Red List by BirdLife International, 

less than three per cent have sufficient protected areas. “For example, the 

Red-spectacled Amazon—a migratory parrot of Brazil—is threatened by habitat loss,” says Dr 

Stuart Butchart, Head of Science at BirdLife International and a co-author of the study. “And yet 

less than four per cent of its range is protected, and almost none of its seasonal breeding areas in 

southern Brazil are covered.” 

IBAs need more protection 

The team also examined over 8,200 Important Bird and Biodiversity Areas that have been 

identified as internationally important locations for migratory bird populations. They found that 

just 22 per cent are completely protected, and 41 per cent only partially overlap with protected 

areas. 



“Establishing new reserves to protect the unprotected sites - and more effectively managing all 

protected areas for migratory species – is critical to ensure the survival of these iconic species,” 

Dr Butchart adds. 

Joined up conservation needed for migratory species 

Co-author Associate Professor Richard Fuller of CEED says the results highlight an urgent need 

to coordinate protected area designation along the birds’ full migration route: “For instance, 

Germany has protected areas for over 98 per cent of the migratory species that pass its borders, 

but fewer than 13 per cent of its species are adequately protected across their global range. 

“It isn’t just a case of wealthy nations losing their migratory birds to a lack of protection in 

poorer nations. Many Central American countries, for example, meet the targets for more than 75 

per cent of their migratory species, but these same species have less protected area coverage in 

Canada and USA.” 

While protected areas are usually designated by each country, collaborative international 

partnerships and inter-governmental coordination as well as action are crucial to safeguard the 

world’s migratory birds. 

“It won’t matter what we do in Australia or in Europe if these birds are losing their habitat 

somewhere else – they will still perish. We need to work together far more effectively round the 

world if we want our migratory birds to survive into the future,” Dr Fuller says. 

Birdlife International 2015-12-03 
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Phenomenal mystery of migration solved in 

North America 

On average, Blackpoll Warblers fly non-stop for 2540 km over the Atlantic Ocean (Melanie; creative commons. 

flickr.com) 

By Martin Fowlie, Tue, 07/04/2015 - 10:27 

For decades, birders and scientists alike have pondered the mysterious disappearance of 

Blackpoll Warblers on the eastern coast of North America during autumn migration. It had long 

been suggested that they flew directly over the Atlantic Ocean to the Caribbean or even South 

America. Thanks to miniaturised tracking devices, a team of American and Canadian researchers 

has solved this mystery, proving these small 12g Blackpoll Warblers embark on non-stop flights 

averaging 2540 km over the Atlantic Ocean to their stopover and wintering destinations in 

northern South America. These amazing birds are able to accomplish this flight by nearly 

doubling their weight prior to migration, and taking advantage of favourable weather conditions. 

The project was led by a team of universities and organisations including: University of 

Massachusetts - Amherst, the University of Guelph, Vermont Center for Ecostudies, the 

Smithsonian Migratory Bird Centre, Acadia University, and BirdLife Partner, Bird Studies 

Canada. 

Information such as this is vital to conservation efforts, not just for Blackpoll Warblers, but for 

numerous species around the world. By understanding how species are using the landscape at 

local and hemispheric scales at different times of the year, we can identify areas of critical 

importance for conservation efforts, and begin to understand how issues such as climate change 

may impact their survival. This story in particularly impresses the need for multi-national 

collaboration in the conservation of almost all North American bird species, a story that is 

echoed in conservation efforts around the world. 

http://www.birdlife.org/americas/partners/canada-bird-studies-canada-bsc
http://www.birdlife.org/americas/partners/canada-bird-studies-canada-bsc
http://www.birdlife.org/sites/default/files/styles/1600/public/blackpoll-warbler.jpg?itok=z3_oqGcF
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November 4, 2013   |    By Mark Stabb  |   1Nature Conservancy of Canada 

True colours: The science of fall colours 

 
ASPEN PARKLAND IN THE FALL, SASKATCHEWAN (PHOTO BY DON AND KAROL DABBS) 

Canada’s forests are home to many colourful characters. Throughout the year you’ll see vibrant 

wildflowers, decorated songbirds and gaudily painted insects and fungi. Each has its moment of 

glory in the annual forest parade. But the trees themselves are a monochrome of green. The 

mosaic of forest foliage has its own beauty, but it is still pretty homogeneous. That is, until trees 

get a chance to shine. 

Trees are green because they are slaves to chlorophyll, the super-abundant “green” pigment at 

the centre of photosynthesis. Trees live to create, protect, feed, water and provide light to the 

leaves that house these sugar factories. In the fall, shortened day length triggers deciduous trees 

to shut down these operations. The chlorophyll breaks down, often with spectacular results. 

Blasts of colour -- from banana yellows and fluorescent-vest oranges to candy-apple red -- shine 

through and set branches ablaze. 

The yellows and oranges come from carotenoids, the colouring agent of corn and carrots. These 

pigments are chlorophyll side-kicks whose colours are masked while chlorophyll is in the 

limelight. Yellow is probably Canada’s most common fall tree colour. The vast boreal forest 

shimmers with gold in the fall because leaves of poplars and birches, the common deciduous 

trees there, are packed with carotenoids. 

The same goes for our mountain forests and for our great prairie rivers, whose valleys get 

painted with bands of gold by the same trees. 

 

http://www.natureconservancy.ca/en/blog/authors/mark-stabb.html
http://www.natureconservancy.ca/en/blog/true-colours-the-science.html#comments


  
Tusket River Watershed, NS (Photo by Mike Dembeck) 

 

  
Alfred Kelly Nature Reserve, QC (Photo by Don and Karol Dabbs) 

http://www.natureconservancy.ca/assets/images/galleries/nat/science-of-fall-colours/reserve-naturelle-alfred-kelly-by-don-karol-dabbs-slide.jpg


  
Fall at the Goldie Feldman Nature Reserve, ON (Photo by NCC) 

 

  
Fall at the Goldie Feldman Nature Reserve, ON (Photo by NCC) 

http://www.natureconservancy.ca/assets/images/galleries/nat/science-of-fall-colours/goldie-feldman-nature-reserve-ON-by-NCC-slide.jpg
http://www.natureconservancy.ca/assets/images/galleries/nat/science-of-fall-colours/john-marylo-graham-NR-LMRV-ON-by-NCC-slide.jpg


  
Autumn on the Riding Mountain Aspen Parkland, MB (Photo by Cathy Shaluk) 

 

  
Alfred Kelly Nature Reserve, QC (Photo by Don and Karol Dabbs) 

  

http://www.natureconservancy.ca/assets/images/galleries/nat/science-of-fall-colours/fall-riding-mountain-MB-by-cathy-shaluk-slide.jpg
http://www.natureconservancy.ca/assets/images/galleries/nat/science-of-fall-colours/sugar-maples-pelee-island-ON-by-NCC-slide.jpg


Reds and purples are the colours of anthocyanins, pigments that are products of surplus sugar in 

leaves. Red and sugar maples are famous for brilliant reds, which can intensify with warm, bright 

days and cool nights. This process also turns the lobed leaves of white oak, one of my favourite 

trees, a soft lavender colour. It is this diversity of tree species that makes our eastern forests 

stand out in the fall. Here, the yellows of poplar, birch, hickory and ash mix with the reds, pinks 

and purples of maples, oaks and cherries. Each tree and each leaf portrays a different pattern, and 

exhibits a slightly different set of new, true colours. 

Coniferous trees also get into the act. Tamarack has needles that turn yellow in the fall and 

eventually fall off like deciduous leaves. Then new needles, bursting with chlorophyll, grow 

again in the spring. 

There is a very narrow window to view this amazing fall phenomenon at its peak, and the 

opportunities in our busy world are fleeting. But it is worth the walk. It is a great way to subtly 

soak in some of the innate, hidden variety that makes up the natural world. And it will help you 

look beyond first impressions to discover that in nature, as with people, there are often other true 

colours that can shine through, when given a chance. 

Is it a coincidence that the powers-that-be chose crimson red over green when they slapped a 

sugar maple leaf on the Canadian flag? Or were they making more of a statement? 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

October 31, 2014   |    By Susan Chan  |   1Nature Conservancy of Canada 

It's the great pumpkin pollinator! Meet the 

squash bee 

 
FEMALE SQUASH BEE COVERED IN POLLEN ON A MALE PUMPKIN FLOWER (PHOTO BY MARGARET CHAN) 

http://www.natureconservancy.ca/en/blog/authors/susan-chan.html
http://www.natureconservancy.ca/en/blog/pumpkin-pollinators-the.html#comments


At my house, Halloween is a frenzy of pumpkins — those lovely globes that throb with the 

vitality of summer. We carve them into frightening orange-skinned, ghoulish-grinned beasts set 

aglow by the light of beeswax candles. 

I fell in love with pumpkins in 1989 as a graduate student in Professor Peter Kevan’s lab at the 

University of Guelph. Picture me, trailing along behind Peter at a pumpkin farm in the early 

morning. He bent down to a pumpkin flower, picked out a grey-striped bee slathered with bright 

yellow pollen and handed it to me. I took it gingerly in my hands, briefly making contact before 

the bee flew away. No stinging, only wonder.  

That was how I met the bee commonly known as the squash bee, which pollinates pumpkins and 

squashes. I spent the next two summers getting up at four in the morning and heading out to the 

pumpkin patch so that I could observe and study its behaviour. 

Really it’s the bee, the pollinator of pumpkins, that I fell in love with. But the pumpkin is a 

symbol of that bee, a reminder to me in the darkening days of autumn of the beauty of that 

strange insect-mediated form of plant sex that gives humans, the bees themselves and so many 

other creatures food to sustain us. 

We owe the presence of the squash bee (Peponapis pruinosa) in Ontario to First Nations 

peoples: squash bees are thought to have migrated from Central America following the 

cultivation of squash. These bees, now widespread  in southern Ontario, are quintessential 

agricultural bees because they forage for pollen only on plants in the genus Cucurbita, 

represented here entirely by a small group of agricultural crops including pumpkins, squashes, 

summer squashes and gourds.  

 

Squash bees forage for pollen only Curcubita crops: pumpkins, squashes and gourds.  

 
SQUASH BEE NEST ENTRANCE WITH FEMALE SQUASH BEE CARRYING PUMPKIN POLLEN BESIDE IT (PHOTO BY 
MARGARET CHAN) 



Like most native bees in Ontario, squash bees are solitary species that spends most of their life as 

a pre-pupa in the ground. However, for a few glorious weeks in summer coinciding with bloom 

in Cucurbita crops, squash bees are active as adults. During that period, adult squash bees mature 

sexually, mate on Cucurbita flowers, forage for the copious nectar and pollen resources offered 

by those flowers and build their nests by excavating vertical tunnels in the ground with side 

shafts to house their larvae.  

Squash bees' daily activities are governed by the pumpkin or squash flowers’ daily rhythm: they 

begin to forage at dawn when a new crop of pumpkin or squash flowers open, and stop around 

noon when the day’s batch of flowers wilt. Mated females each spend the afternoon individually 

building their nests, laying eggs on the pollen provisions they have spent the morning collecting 

or resting in the nests. Unmated females and males spend the afternoon sleeping inside the 

protective space formed within wilted pumpkin/squash flowers. Next morning they chew their 

way out of the wilted flowers to begin a new day. 

 
A SQUASH BEE NESTING AGGREGATION ON A PUMPKIN FARM. EACH FLAG MARKS ONE SQUASH BEE NEST ENTRANCE 
(PHOTO BY MARGARET CHAN) 

Because squash bees begin to forage for nectar and pollen on squash or pumpkin flowers at 

dawn, if their populations are large enough, they have often moved enough pollen from male to 

female flowers to pollinate the crop long before honey bees show up in the field, making the 

honey bees’ contribution to pollination superfluous. 

Squash bees are not endangered. In fact, they are common. If you grow any of the Cucurbita 

crops on the farm or in your garden, these bees will inevitably show up to forage for nectar and 

pollen and provide reliable pollination services. And although they are common, these bees are 

important to us: they build up large stable populations around Cucurbita crops and can be 

managed for pollination.  

But I am concerned. These are farm bees — they live and work on farms, farms that are 

increasingly using broad spectrum neonicotinoid insecticides to control such pests as the 



cucumber beetles and squash bugs that attack their Cucurbita crops. I understand the farmers’ 

need to protect their livelihood. Yet research clearly shows that neonicotinoids applied to 

pumpkin plants end up in the nectar and pollen of pumpkins.  Larval squash bees eat that pollen 

and nectar exclusively. Worryingly, research also shows that the reproductive efficiency of the 

blue orchard bee (another solitary native bee) is drastically reduced by exposure to 

neonicotinoids.  

Do neonicotinoids have a similar effect on squash bees? No one knows. 

Can you see where I’m going with this? I fear that given enough exposure to neonicotinoids over 

enough seasons, I may be witness to a general decline in squash bee populations in Ontario. I 

fear that I may lose my beloved bee and that farmers, very few of whom know this bee exists, 

will lose their specialist pollinator without having been properly introduced! With the coincident 

decline of other pollinators including bumble bees and honey bees, I fear for pumpkins. Will we 

still have those beacons of light in the waning season. 

 

Summarized info from FLAPP file article context – for Information – Autumn 2015 

The Ontario Minister of the Environment and Climate Change is 

proposing to exempt commercial building owners from a key 

provision of the Environmental Protection Act (EPA). 

The Draft letter has been prepared to demonstrate the folly of this policy for wild birds 

everywhere.  

 

November, 2015 

The Honourable Glen Murray 

Minister of the Environment and Climate Change 

11th Floor, Ferguson Block 

77 Wellesley Street West 

Toronto, Ontario M7A 2T5 

 



Dear Minister Murray, 

 

RE: Exemption from EPA Requirements for Reflected Light that Kills or Injures 

Birds; EBR Registry Number 012-3605  

   

We, the undersigned, strongly oppose your ministry’s proposal to exempt commercial building 

owners from a key provision of the Environmental Protection Act (EPA). The proposed 

regulatory amendment would remove the requirement for owners to obtain an Environmental 

Compliance Approval for light reflected from buildings, known to lead to the death or injury of 

millions of migratory birds in Ontario every year. 

 

Ontarians look to the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) to protect the 

environment and to do its part to achieve the goals and objectives of Ontario’s Biodiversity 

Strategy. The proposed regulatory amendment runs completely contrary to these expectations.  

 

In 2013, an Ontario Court in Podolsky v. Cadillac Fairview made clear that the province has the 

power to regulate building owners that are killing or injuring birds in window strikes. The court 

found that reflected light from building windows is a ‘contaminant’ under the EPA.  

 

Instead of acting upon the findings of the court, MOECC is proposing to eliminate this legal 

requirement and give up a key power to protect migratory birds. As highlighted in the 2014 – 

2015 Annual Report of the Environmental Commissioner of Ontario:  

 

… it appears that the ministry’s preferred approach is to ignore its regulatory responsibility 

and leave it up to property owners and managers to voluntarily follow guidelines and 

suggested strategies. (p. 63) 

 

We are deeply troubled by this abdication of responsibility at a time when many migratory bird 

species are already in decline. Based on over two decades of work by the Fatal Light Awareness 

Program (FLAP) Canada, it is clear that most corporate building owners are not interested in 

voluntary action. Millions of birds will continue to die, including many that are species at risk.  



 

A legal requirement is far more likely to motivate action. For example, both of the commercial 

complexes that were subject to private prosecutions by Ecojustice have recently been partially or 

fully retrofit by its owners to become bird friendly. We know of no other such retrofit at a 

commercial structure anywhere in Ontario.  

 

Technical solutions to the problem of reflected light are available, but they will continue to be 

ignored without the compliance and enforcement measures in place to drive uptake by 

commercial building owners. A legal requirement is also far more likely to increase the demand 

for bird-friendly window treatments that will spur both innovation and falling prices. 

 

Instead of changing the law and eliminating the requirement to deal with reflected light, we urge 

your ministry to put in place a risk-based permit-by-rule system, similar to the one that is already 

used to deal with other contaminants under s.9 of the EPA.   

 

Thank you for your attention. We look forward to your response. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  
 

Carden Alvar Natural Area 
Located northeast of Lake Simcoe, the Carden Alvar Natural Area is an outstanding example of 

globally threatened alvar habitat combining alvar grasslands, shrublands, forests and wetlands and is 

critical to the survival of globally rare communities and the endangered eastern loggerhead shrike. 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

http://www.natureconservancy.ca/en/where-we-work/ontario/our-work/carden_alvar_natural_area.html
http://www.natureconservancy.ca/en/where-we-work/ontario/our-work/carden_alvar_natural_area.html


 

 

SLAPP Suites 

Ontario Greenbelt Organization                        

2015-10-28 

 

By Erin Shapero 

 

Anti-SLAPP legislation - Bill 52, known as the Protection of Public Participation Act passed 

third reading today at Queen's Park.  It's a big victory!  

The legislation was supported by all parties, with only seven conservative members voting 

against it.  It will now move forward for Royal assent in the next few days.  

This is a long time in coming and many of us have worked to see this bill passed.  Although not 

perfect (it will not apply retroactively), it is a big step towards protecting 

our democratic right to speak out on matters of public interest.  Congratulations to everyone 

involved in it's passage.  Environmental Defence has released the following statement. Feel free 

to contact your local media and get the word out. 

 

Environmental Defence Statement: Toronto, ON -- Today, the Ontario government (as 

supported by the New Democratic Party and some members of the Official Opposition) stood up 

for free speech by passing a new law to protect citizens from harassing lawsuits aimed at 

silencing public debate. 

These lawsuits, known as Strategic Lawsuits Against Public Participation (SLAPPs), were often 

launched by developers, corporations or others against concerned citizens who spoke out against 

proposed projects in their communities. As a result of this threat, community groups and citizens 

were reluctant to comment on, or object to, proposed changes or threats to their community or 

environment for fear of the crushing cost and stress of lawsuits. 

Ontario residents will now be able to voice their concerns when industrial projects are proposed 

for their communities. With this new law, corporations with deep pockets will no longer be able 

to intimidate citizens and silence public debate. 

The new law will help protect free speech in Ontario while in no way limiting anyone’s right to 

take legal action in cases of libel or slander. Protecting citizens’ rights to voice their concerns is 

good for Ontario and for democracy. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 



 

 

National and International Wildlife 

Journey North  

Monarch Butterfly News 2015-11 

News: Post-Hurricane Patricia 

Hurricane Patricia threatened to intersect the migration last weekend, but 

the storm dissipated quickly and, in its wake, the monarchs moved in a 

strong pulse along northern Mexico's Sierra Madres. 

"Peak migration is here. There are monarchs flying over my house right 

now! You can see them all over Ciudad Victoria, floating like bubbles in 

the sky." 

— October 27, 2015  Ciudad Victoria, Tamaulipas 

Only 80 Miles to Go 
The southernmost roost report came from a town in central Mexico, only 80 

miles north of the overwintering region. 

"We have 40 monarchs roosting in our conifer tree. Normal arrival is 

around Halloween based on my 14 years of observation." 

— October 25, 2015  San Miguel Allende, Guanajuato 

Vacating the North 

Note the dramatic drop in sightings reported from north of the Mexican 

border over the past 3 weeks. 

October # Monarchs 

7 - 13 150,000 

14 - 20 15,000 

21 - 27 2,000 

  

Population Increase? 

 

Hurricane Patricia  

  

 

Major Monarch Highway 

  

 

http://www.learner.org/jnorth/monarch/fall2015/c102915_patricia.html
http://www.learner.org/jnorth/monarch/fall2015/c102915_highway.html
http://www.learner.org/jnorth/monarch/fall2015/c102915_patricia.html
http://www.learner.org/jnorth/monarch/fall2015/c102915_highway.html
http://www.learner.org/jnorth/monarch/fall2015/c102915_gulf_coast.html


More roosts and larger concentrations this fall are raising hopes for a 

population increase from the record lows of the past 3 years. Scientists will 

measure the population in December; results are typically available by 

March. 

 Looking at the graph, how do you think this winter's population will 

compare to those in previous years? 

  

Vacating the North  

  

 

Population Increase?  

 

 

Spotlight: Arrival and Mexican Traditions 

The first monarchs traditionally reach their winter home in Mexico by the first of November, the 

Day of the Dead. 

"The arrival of the monarchs symbolizes our ancestors' souls returning to Earth for their annual 

visit," says Estela Romero. 

 Arrival and Mexican Traditions 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Fires In Indonesia and Orangutans                         

SumOfUs 2015-12-07 

5,000 kilometres of Indonesia are on fire right now. While children choke to death and 

members of the government wear face masks to conduct official business, countless endangered 

species including orangutans, leopards, the Sumatran rhinoceros, and Sumatran tiger are 

dying while their homes burn. 

It’s being called the greatest environmental disaster of the 21st century -- and it’s a direct result of 

corporate greed. 

These fires could have been 100% avoided if not for corporations like Starbucks, PepsiCo, and 

Kraft Heinz recklessly burning Indonesia’s forests to plant palm oil plantations. 

Data released by Indonesian Agency for Meteorological, Climatological and Geophysics 

(BMKG) shows the particulate matter in one city has reached 3,700. For comparison, good air 

 

http://www.learner.org/jnorth/tm/monarch/pop_hectares.html
http://www.learner.org/jnorth/monarch/fall2015/c102915_graph.html
http://www.learner.org/jnorth/monarch/fall2015/c102915_gulf_coast.html
http://www.learner.org/jnorth/monarch/fall2015/c102915_graph.html
http://www.learner.org/jnorth/tm/monarch/sl/44/index.html
http://www.learner.org/jnorth/monarch/fall2015/c102915_graph.html


quality is between zero and 50. 

Right now, our partners are working to evacuate babies and infants, breastfeeding mothers, 

pregnant women and the elderly and other vulnerable groups. They urgently need your help to 

cover evacuation costs and also to fund safe houses for evacuated people to live. 

Here's how financial donations are being used: 

1. Evacuating vulnerable groups, including babies and infants, breast-feeding mothers, 

pregnant women, the elderly and others who have been exposed by the smoke from 

Indonesian fires on palm oil plantations; 

2. Medical check-ups on people who have been exposed to the smoke and fires; 

3. An independent evaluation of the government's response to the forest fires; 

4. and to help with legal fees to sue local governments around their poor response to the 

fires. 

We can get funds quickly to the ground where they are needed most. Any bit that you can donate 

will help to fund these efforts. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- 

Bird Studies Canada Autumn, 2015. 

2015 Red List Update  

29 October 2015 – BirdLife International has released the 2015 Red List for Birds. According 

to the latest assessment of birds, 40 species have been reclassified at a higher threat level.  

 

Twenty-four of these species are now considered to be at a higher risk of extinction (either 

Vulnerable, Endangered, or Critically Endangered). Among these are the Atlantic Puffin and 

Horned Grebe, which have both been uplisted to Vulnerable – a higher threat category than their 

2014 classification as Least Concern.  

The status of another 16 species has been upgraded from Least Concern (the lowest level of 

threat) to Near Threatened. Included in this group are North American species such as the 

Cassin’s Auklet, Razorbill, Common Eider, and Red Knot.  

Gaining Insights into the Secret Lives of Endangered Piping Plovers  

http://www.birdlife.org/worldwide/news/2015-red-list-vultures-shorebirds-and-other-iconic-species


 
Photo: Julie Smith  

29 October 2015 – Nova Scotia supports roughly one quarter of Québec and Atlantic Canada’s 

population of endangered Piping Plovers. Nova Scotia’s population remained stable at 46 pairs in 

2015, but short of the province’s long-term recovery goal of 60 pairs.  

 

Uniquely marked Piping Plovers, banded by Environment Canada in 2014, allowed Bird Studies 

Canada to gain insights into the secret lives of plovers. Usually breeding pairs stick together, even 

when the going gets tough (e.g., eggs eaten by predators). This year, there were two confirmed 

‘divorces’ where banded females left their mates after losing their nest. Both females flew over 

50 km to re-nest with new mates at different beaches.  

 

Overall in NS, fewer than average nests hatched, particularly on Cape Breton Island and the 

southwest coast, leading to lower numbers of young produced. Productivity was 1.24 fledglings 

per monitored pair, which is below the annual productivity target of 1.65.  

 

Bird Studies Canada’s Piping Plover Conservation Program acknowledges monitoring and 

stewardship support from over 100 volunteers, partners, and supporters. This project was 

undertaken with the financial support of the Government of Canada.  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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